
THE SUPER

THERAPIST PROGRAM

Step out of the
textbook box and be
the best therapist you
can be.

Contact Us

Emot iona lwel lness in i t ia t ives .com

Emai l :

contact@emot iona lwel lness in i t ia t ives .com

WhatsApp:  +91 -9265303190

Who We Are

I'm Prachi S Vaish and I founded India's first

online psychotherapy portal HopeNetwork in

2009! HopeNetwork is now The Emotional

Wellness Initiatives - bigger, better, stronger! I

am a RCI licensed Clinical Psychologist and

Psychotherapist and have been practicing in

the field of mental health for over 15 years. I

have contributed hundreds of expert articles on

the web and print media for publications like

Femina, Child, Better Homes and Gardens, and

Tweakindia(you can read my work if you just

Google me!). Today, I see clients from all over

the world.



2 video sessions per week (8 sessions a

month) where the trainee comes with

queries about psychotherapy and I answer

them. These video sessions are exclusive

for each trainee. In one session I only train

one person (That's why I select only a

handful of trainees!)Each session is for one

hour.

All time WhatsApp support for case to case

basis queries (guidance for real cases that

come to you)

Assignments based on cases and

assessment protocols

Guidance about which assessment tools to

use

Reading lists for books you can refer to for

life!

Exclusive discounts on the webinars I host

Here's what you get when you enrol for the

"Super Therapist" program:-

Every year hundreds of aspiring psychologists

in India finish their MA degree and step out into

the world with dreams of changing lives in their

eyes. Only a handful of those postgraduates

manage to get selected for M.Phil programs for

higher training. 

The rest fumble their way through their first

jobs in hospitals, schools and other

organizations, feeling lost about how to apply

textbook knowledge to actual cases, turning to

google to locate the best test they can use and

feeling stuck because no manual teaches them

how to really work with a client! 

In fact, even after M.Phil they just get more well

versed with diagnosis, assessment and

manualized therapy techniques. But what

happens when they sit across from the client?
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Learn to practice psychotherapy using

clinical judgement

Develop confidence and technical know-

how

Significantly reduce your client drop-out

rate

Learn how to come “unstuck” with hurdles

in client progress

You also need at least an MA/MSc in

Psychology. 

An M.Phil or PhD is an added advantage.

Interested freshers with a BA (Hons) or BSc

in Psychology can also enrol for the course

to build a solid foundation before or during

their MA/MSc.

UNLOCK YOUR FULL POTENTIAL!

BE THE THERAPIST YOU ALWAYS WANTED

TO BE!

WHO CAN ENROL FOR THIS PROGRAM

First things first, I’m looking for trainees who

have a true passion for mental health. I need

your zeal, your commitment and your urge to

learn!

In 30 DAYS you'll feel more confident and

competent for psychotherapy than your

college classes. All course material is based on

my 15 years of practical experience and

everything we discuss will be real-case based. I

tailor make the program for each trainee who

registers so it will be designed exclusively for

your needs. No one-size-fits-all type of training

which leaves you feeling more confused!



You pick the dates and times for the

sessions

You decide when you want to start training

2 video sessions per week each lasting one

hour (8 sessions in all)Unlimited 

WhatsApp support to guide you in real

time

Reading lists personally compiled by me

for your area of specialty

Real case discussions (cases being tackled

by you in real life – no textbook scenarios!)

Guidance about the right assessment tools

to use

Assignments and worksheets

Certificate of completion

PRICING

I personally design the course content for each

trainee that I take on. After you register, I will have

a first FREE introduction session with you to

understand your level of knowledge and your

needs.  

This is not a workshop where the content is

compacted into a couple of days and you race

against time. This is a complete 30 DAY

INTENSIVE TRAINING. Once the training begins,

it will include:Feeling lost with your first client?

You’re not the only one.

One of my trainees said to me, 

“When my client walks in for the first time,

sometimes I feel that I’m more nervous than the

client! The moment they start talking, I frantically

start wracking my brain about what is the best

way to help them. And then I just go about trying

to find what fits best from my small arsenal of

techniques that I have learned. I don’t feel like a

therapist! I feel like a diagnosis and therapy

robot!”

By the time you finish this program, you'll

possess the superpowers of healing for your

clients. You'll learn how to be a genuine,

confident, aware, and active therapist who

knows what they are good at! No matter what

your area of passion is - schools, children,

teenagers, adults or couples - a good therapist

is one who can go beyond textbooks and use

their clinical judgement to read the client. And

that only comes with real time training! No

books, courses, or colleges can teach you that!
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All this spread over 30 days of working closely

with me is a complete package for ONLY

30,000 INR!

Are you ready to make the

investment in your career?

WHAT THE TRAINEES

ARE SAYING!

"It was a transformational and meaningful

experience because of her and the training

program content she built. Even though it is an

entirely virtual learning experience, it felt so real as

if I was working with her in a clinic environment.

She created that environment where I felt safe to

learn new things, take risks in my work and grow

my professional identity. "

- Khubshboo Budhwani, MSc Health Psychology,

Covnetry University, UK

"Super Therapist program for me was an enriching

experience .I gained confidence in terms of

dealing with my clients. Working under the

supervision of Ms Prachi for a month made me

believe that I have the skills to become a valuable

therapist. Personal attention is something which is

unique to this program. " 

Sana Topia, Counselling Psychologist


